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The intersection between 
collections and communities   

 

 

 

Victorian Agricultural Society medal, Third Prize, Potatoes, 1858 

Collection of the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria (RASV) 

 

The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria (RASV) Heritage Collection documents the developments 

in both Australian and Victorian agricultural practice since the 1840s, focused around three themes 

– the RASV, the Melbourne Showgrounds and the Royal Melbourne Show – probably the most 

widely appreciated aspect of the Society’s activities. 

My family wasn’t part of ‘the Show’ community. It hardly featured in our calendar. I might have 

gone once or twice in my mid-teens, an all-day outing with friends, a statement of independence. I 

had no interest then in the Show’s history and heritage, I was happy to watch the animal parades 

and competitions, displays of skill and strength, admire the baked goods and preserves and 

consume show bags, of course. This year though I’ve been having a very different experience, 

connecting with the Show from back of house.  

We familiarise ourselves with aspects of the collections that are a priority for our project: hand-

coloured architectural drawings for the construction and modification of pavilions and amenities at 

the Showground, medals and medallions, and trophies, shields and trays. As the curator takes us 

around, she tells us excitedly how the collection is enriched by collectors and spotters who look out 

for discarded or orphaned Show heritage - from horses on carousels to showbag ephemera and 

everything in between. That set me wondering about the people whose stories these collections 

tell, the people who make the Show happen.  

To start with - there’s the before, during and after, front and back of house - organisers, promoters 

and sponsors; the people who haul, install, drive, clean, handle, ensure safety and security; 

exhibitors and event participants, competitors and those who teach or train them; judges and 
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scorekeepers; artists and manufacturers who design and produce trophies and medals; architects, 

draftspeople and builders – and a Show-going public of all ages and origins. The nexus between 

these people and the objects that have made their way into the RASV’s collection is brimming with 

stories. 

Beyond the physical care of an object, one of the most important means of preserving it is to 

document its social history. RASV actively promotes story-collecting and includes oral histories in its 

documentary collection. Developing and drawing on these resources will enable RASV to open up 

the back of house of the collection and re-connect the objects with generations of Show 

communities. 

Susan Faine 

 


